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I. INTRODUCTION

OVERVIEW

The Council on Graduate Medical Education (COGME) is charged by law to provide recommendations concerning the adequacy of the current and future supply and distribution of physicians in the United States; issues relating to foreign medical graduates; appropriate Federal policies with respect to changes in the financing of undergraduate and graduate medical education (GME) programs, and changes in the types of GME programs; appropriate efforts to be carried out by hospitals, schools of medicine, schools of osteopathy, and accrediting bodies with respect to physician supply adequacy and medical education programs; and deficiencies and needs for improvements in data bases concerning physician supply and distribution, and medical education programs in the United States. COGME works by obtaining data and information from expert testimony and contracted analyses, and discussions with experts in the field.

Clinical medical education and GME in the United States are centered in teaching hospitals which serve as a key resource for the nation. They provide leadership in biomedical training and research, access to health care for large minority and underserved populations in nearly all states, complex and intense care frequently not available elsewhere, and leadership in the quality of care provided to the American people. The financial status of teaching hospitals is a key factor in their ability to maintain the quality and thoroughness of training, the adequacy of the supply and distribution of physicians, high quality of care, and access to health care for many citizens who are underserved or in need of the most advanced levels of medical care. In particular, teaching hospitals of the Department of Veterans Affairs (DVA, or VA) make up a significant proportion of U.S. teaching hospitals, in which 20,000 medical students received some portion of their undergraduate medical education, and through which more than 25,000 residents obtain some portion of their graduate medical education (GME) each year. This number of residents is equivalent to over 8,000 full-time residents, or about 10 percent of all residents in training in the United States.

PURPOSE

In mid-1989, the Council became concerned with anecdotal evidence of a deteriorating financial status for many of the nation’s teaching hospitals, including those of the VA. Because such difficulties could have the potential to affect the quality and operations of GME programs and the number of GME programs available to train future physicians, COGME at its June 1989 meeting decided to engage a contractor to comprehensively analyze existing data on the financial status of both VA and non-VA teaching hospitals, and to consider issuing a special report on the subject.

To study the financial status of teaching hospitals, the Bureau of Health Professions (BHPr) and the Health Resources and Services Administration (HRSA) of the Department of Health and Human Services, and the Department of Veterans Affairs (DVA), commissioned Lewin/ICF, Inc., to analyze existing financial data and information on non-Federal and Veterans Administration teaching hospitals. The portion of the Lewin/ICF report on VA hospitals was presented and discussed at the regular COGME meeting of January 29-30, 1990 (the portion on non-VA teaching hospitals had been presented at a special COGME meeting on November 2, 1989). After some further work by Lewin/ICF, its final report on VA teaching hospitals was presented to COGME in the final Lewin/ICF report dated March 8, 1990.
FINANCIAL STATUS OF VA MAJOR TEACHING HOSPITALS, 1985-1988

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY:

In 1989-90 the Congressionally chartered Commission on Graduate Medical Education (COGME) undertook an analysis of recent trends in the fiscal status of U.S. teaching hospitals with a view to assessing their institutional viability as the major sites for graduate medical education in an era of increasing fiscal pressures on hospitals. The first portion of these studies focused on non-federal teaching hospitals. The present report sets forth selected data concerning financial trends in Department of Veterans Affairs (VA) major teaching hospitals compared with their nonfederal counterparts with many of whom these VA hospitals share affiliated, integrated GME programs.

Concern for the stability and viability of VA-sponsored GME is motivated by cognizance of the significant role these hospitals play in GME. In recent years, VA teaching hospitals have supported 12 percent of U.S. residents in all specialties but OB-GYN and Pediatrics. In 1989-90 VA supported 8,350 resident positions through which were rotated more than 30,000 residents. Thus VA hospitals are major GME sites for over half of all residents each year.

COGME examined patient care funding on the presumption that if the fiscal viability of teaching institutions were imperiled by underfunding of patient care costs, their teaching capacity would eventually be compromised. COGME found that in non-federal teaching hospitals, the average total hospital margin had declined steadily in the years since the prospective payment system (PPS) was established. By PPS year 4, total margins were negative in at least 25 percent of these hospitals. This progressive decrement in patient care revenues to expenditures was viewed with concern for its potential impact on the GME mission of these major teaching institutions.

The comparison analysis of the financial status of VA hospitals proved more difficult. Appraisal of the financial condition of VA hospitals cannot be performed using traditional income statement or balance sheet measures such as hospital margins or current ratios. Financial record keeping in the VA is centered around the Federal budget process, since, for all practical purposes, the Federal government is the VA's sole source of funds. VA hospitals do not fill out Medicare or other types of cost reports or track revenues and expenses in the same manner as non-Federal hospitals. VA hospitals do not receive extra revenue for more patients than were assumed in their budget allocation unless the Congress authorizes supplemental appropriations, and by law, VA hospitals cannot run deficits. Thus the concept of hospital margins has no meaning for VA hospitals, which operate totally within the budget process.
These methodological limitations led to the present analysis in which various VA patient care expenditures for federal fiscal years 1985-1989 were compared with patient care revenues available to nonfederal teaching hospitals for the same period (PPS 1-4). The following findings emerged:

- The annual increase in total noncapital expenditures in VA major teaching hospitals was below the annual rate of growth in total net revenues in non-Federal major teaching hospitals, at 5.1 percent vs. 7.9 percent annual growth from 1985-88.

- Per inpatient case measures of major teaching hospital income also demonstrate that VA hospitals lag behind their non-Federal teaching counterparts. VA expenditures per inpatient case in major teaching hospitals grew only 2.8 percent per year from 1985-88, while Medicare per case revenues grew 5.8 percent. Adjusted for case mix, using the Medicare adjusted case mix index, VA expenditures grew only 1.8 percent annually; during the comparable time period, similarly adjusted Medicare per-case revenues increased 4.2 percent per year and the medical CPI increased 6.9 percent per year.

- Since federal salaries were capped at 2.4 percent annual growth from 1985-88, VA was increasingly forced to use scarce health specialty wage exemptions, special pay, and service contracts rather than FTE employment, to keep pace with market wages for health personnel. These increasing costs in the face of limited revenues forced an annual decline in employment from 1985-88 of -2.6 percent FTE per discharge and -1.3 percent FTE per outpatient visit.

Since nonfederal teaching hospital revenues grew at a slower rate than expenditures, and even fell below expenditures in at least 25 percent of these institutions, it can be inferred that the even slower annual growth rate of expendable resources in VA teaching hospitals was also progressively less adequate for purchase of similar goods and services. These preliminary comparisons suggest that VA hospitals are experiencing fiscal constraints similar to those of their sister institutions, but firm conclusions cannot be drawn from this study because of persistent uncertainties about the comparability of patient care costs and patient populations between these institutions.

Neither non-federal nor VA major teaching hospitals have reduced the scale of their GME programs to date in response to these trends, but COGME remains concerned that these trends will have an impact on the quality of patient care, and that excellence in education cannot be sustained in institutions where quality of care is compromised.
Conclusions

The lack of traditional accounting measures for VA hospitals and the manner in which funds are allocated through the Federal budget process complicates the analysis of the financial status of VA hospitals. Although conventional financial measures cannot be calculated directly for VA hospitals, alternative measures generally indicate that during the four years 1985-1989, the level of resources available to VA major teaching hospitals has risen more slowly than the level of revenues earned by non-VA major teaching hospitals. Because of limitations in the data available to perform this analysis, particularly the absence of a comparable case-mix measure for VA hospitals, it is difficult to determine what effect slower revenue growth has had on the VA's ability to provide quality medical services. The present analysis documents that the financial condition of VA hospitals has declined. The findings suggest a need for further research into the VA's financial status, and its impact on quality of care and its medical education mission.

Perhaps the strongest indication of financial pressures in the VA system from this analysis is that CMDE inpatient expenditures per discharge in VA hospitals increased at a significantly slower rate than Medicare revenues per case in non-VA hospitals—about 3.0 percent less annually in major teaching hospitals. Total VA hospital expenditures also grew more slowly than non-VA sector total revenues, although the differential was smaller. Thus, the rates of expenditure growth in VA teaching hospitals are significantly below the rate of revenue growth in non-federal teaching institutions. Further study is needed to determine whether these lower rates of growth have adverse implications for the ability of the VA to maintain its current teaching role in the future.

Recommendation

The importance of VA hospitals in providing medical services and offering educational opportunity to the Nation's residents necessitate a better understanding of the forces affecting the financial status of VA teaching institutions. However, better methods for measuring the relative cost, quality, and intensity of services need to be developed. Further research into changes in the VA's financial status would be assisted by development of a reliable case-mix measure for VA hospitals and more conclusive financial measures at the hospital level.
A. INTRODUCTION

Approximately 12 percent of GME provided in the U.S. in all specialties save OB/GYN and pediatrics is conducted at VA hospitals. The VA supported 8,350 resident positions in the 1988-89 academic year and more than 30,000 residents rotated through VA hospitals as part of integrated academic medical center programs. About 90 percent of these residencies were located in the 74 VA hospitals which are members of the AAMC’s Council of Teaching Hospitals (COTH). Many of the VA’s major teaching hospitals are located close to a major university teaching hospital, and in some cases they are physically connected. These VA teaching hospitals provide services similar to those available in non-VA academic centers and compete with them for personnel and other local resources. Because VA hospitals play an important role in graduate medical education, their financial status has important implications for the training of future physicians.

Appraisal of the financial condition of VA hospitals cannot be performed using traditional income statement or balance sheet measures such as hospital margins or current ratios. Financial record keeping in the VA is centered around the Federal budget process, since, for all practical purposes, the Federal government is the VA’s sole source of funds. VA hospitals do not fill out Medicare or other types of cost reports or track revenues and expenses in the same manner as non-Federal hospitals. VA hospitals do not receive extra revenue for treating more patients than were assumed in their budget allocation unless the Congress authorizes supplemental appropriations, and by law, VA hospitals cannot run deficits. Thus the concept of hospital margins has no meaning for VA hospitals, which operate totally within the budget process.

The number of patients treated in VA hospitals is constrained by a given year’s budget allocation and the efficiency with which the hospitals use this allocation. If service demands increase faster than budget appropriations or if inflation-adjusted budget levels decline, VA hospitals can only respond by: (1) reducing the number of patients served by reducing care to patient populations of lower priority in the VA’s mandate (e.g., patients with non-service-related conditions); (2) operating more efficiently while maintaining a constant level of quality; (3) reducing the quality of care provided to each patient; or (4) allowing depletion of the institutions' capital stock.
Several other factors should be considered when comparing the VA system to the non-VA sector. The VA budget includes physician salaries while the majority of physicians working in non-VA hospitals bill separately for their services. In the context of this analysis, VA expenditures purchase both physician and hospital services while non-VA hospital revenues come primarily from providing hospital care. Thus, VA teaching hospital expenditures, while growing at a slower rate than those of non-federal teaching hospitals, must cover all costs of faculty/staff physicians as well as all other expenditures.

Approximately 63 percent of the VA medical care budget is used for salaries and benefits, compared with about 53 percent in non-VA community hospitals. While some portion of the VA's personnel costs are constrained to rates of increase well below the medical care CPI, many health professional specialties are paid by contract or at scarce specialist wage rates competitive with private sector markets.

B. METHODOLOGY

Because of the lack of traditional measures available to analyze the financial pressures on VA hospitals, a variety of alternative approaches were constructed by Lewin/ICF. These alternative measures were used to compare the rate of growth of non-VA hospital revenues to the rate of expenditure growth in VA hospitals. While each VA major teaching hospital is a tertiary acute care institution comparable to its university hospital counterpart, with fully integrated residency training programs and faculty physicians, comparison of VA and university teaching hospital financial status is hampered by the lack of a reliable, comparable case-mix measure. VA hospitals do not use the Medicare adjusted case-mix index, and their DRG-based weighted work unit (WWU) is not a comparable measure of complexity or case mix. Because of the absence of comparable cost data and without a reliable measure of relative changes in resource intensity between VA and non-VA major teaching hospitals, the implications of differences in revenue growth rates on quality of care and the continued ability to offer educational opportunities cannot be fully evaluated at this time.

Because complete budget information was not available on a hospital-specific basis, hospital-specific "case mix direct and educational" (CMDE) expenditures were used as a proxy for VA revenues when inpatient and outpatient data needed to be separately analyzed. For other analyses, total VA hospital expenditures were used and compared with net revenues in the non-VA sector. Although CMDE and total expenditures provide reasonable proxies for the rate of revenue growth available to VA hospitals, analysis of relative financial condition is limited by the lack of cost data. Moreover, the patient categorization system developed for VA hospitals does
not appear to accurately reflect changes in resource intensity. The following alternative measures were developed by Lewin/ICF to analyze the financial condition of VA hospitals:

- The rate of increase in inpatient CMDE expenditures per case in VA hospitals was compared to the rate of per-case Medicare revenue growth in non-VA hospitals.
- The rate of growth in total revenues (net of contractual allowances) in non-VA hospitals was compared with the increase in total expenditures in VA hospitals.
- The rate of growth in CMDE expenditures per unit of "patient care activities" was analyzed.
- Some personnel expenditures and staffing levels were analyzed.

All measures developed in this study were analyzed for major teaching hospitals. VA major teaching hospitals are defined as VA member hospitals in the Association of American Medical Colleges Council of Teaching Hospitals (COTH). The data analyzed include 74 VA COTH hospitals, which provide about 90 percent of the VA's residency positions. For these hospitals, there is an acute care intern/resident-to-bed ratio (IRB) of at least 0.25. Major teaching hospitals in the non-federal sector were defined as those with a resident-to-bed ratio of at least 0.25.
C. FINDINGS

FINDING 1: TOTAL "REVENUE"* GROWTH IN VA MAJOR TEACHING HOSPITALS INCREASED AT A SLOWER RATE THAN TOTAL REVENUES IN NON-FEDERAL MAJOR TEACHING HOSPITALS BETWEEN 1985-88.

1. VA Inpatient CMDE Expenditures Per Discharge Versus Medicare Per-Case Revenue In Non-federal Sector Hospitals

This analysis measured the change over time in the relative level of resources available to treat inpatient cases in the VA and non-VA hospitals. Medicare per-case inpatient revenues were used to analyze the non-VA sector because Medicare Cost Reports do not contain sufficient detail to calculate total net revenues for inpatient care only. While measures of inpatient hospital revenues from all payers can potentially be developed from other data sets (e.g., the AHA annual hospital survey), this was outside the scope of the Lewin/ICF study. Although the rate of change in Medicare revenues may differ from that of other payers, it is an important public funding program and a significant source of revenues for many non-VA teaching hospitals. Therefore it is probably a relevant measure for comparison with per-case changes in the VA system.

CMDE expenditures for inpatient and outpatient services from the VA's Resource Allocation Model (RAM) were used as a proxy for VA hospital revenues. Because VA hospitals spend their full budget appropriation, expenditures closely approximate hospital revenues. CMDE expenditures include costs related to direct patient care activities, such as physician and nursing salaries, laboratory tests, X-rays, and supplies. CMDE expenditures also include educational costs, but do not include resident salaries. Although CMDE expenditures only account for about half of the costs incurred in VA hospitals, the rate of growth from year to year is roughly consistent with the rate of growth in budget authority. Budget authority for inpatient care grew by 1.8 percent per year while inpatient CMDE expenditures grew by 2.5 percent. Budget authority for outpatient care grew by 10.0 percent annually compared with 10.2 percent for outpatient CMDE expenditures.

* Annual total expenditures in VA hospitals are a "revenue" measure because all appropriations are expended in the fiscal year. VA does not record revenues or accumulate margins, and annual expenditures represent the best measure of total income. They exclude capital investments for major building projects.
Observed differences in per-case revenue growth rates may be influenced by the different patient populations in each system. Because estimates of per-case revenue growth would be more informative when adjusted for changes in hospital case-mix, VA CMDE were adjusted for one-half of the Medicare case mix index for PPS 1-4. This case mix adjustment was chosen because it is the same as the one used in adjusting private sector Medicare per case revenues in VA's companion major teaching hospitals. VA does not have a case mix index which functions comparably with the Medicare index in adjusting for case complexity/severity.

In order to reflect the impact of growth in inpatient case mix in the general population, both VA and non-VA sector per-case revenues were adjusted by one-half the increase in the Medicare case mix index. This approach assumes some similarity in case-mix growth between the two systems, and should help to estimate the degree to which some portion of revenue growth may be required to treat an increasingly complex mix of patients.

As shown in Table 3-1, per-case inpatient Medicare revenues in non-VA hospitals grew faster than did CMDE per-case inpatient expenditures in VA hospitals. Medicare per-case revenues grew about 5.8 percent annually in non-federal teaching hospitals between PPS-1 and PPS-4, compared with 2.8 percent annual growth in VA major teaching hospital CMDE between 1985 and 1988. CMDE expenditures per case are lower than Medicare per-case revenues in major teaching hospitals in 1985, and the relatively slower growth in per-case expenditures in VA hospitals over the ensuing four years created a cumulative per-case revenue growth differential of 12 percentage points, a large decrement in revenue flow to VA teaching hospitals relative to their counterparts.

The rate of annual Medicare revenue growth is driven in large part by growth in service intensity, measured by the change in the average Medicare case-mix index. The Medicare case mix index rose by about 3.1 percent per year in major teaching hospitals between PPS-1 and PPS-4. As discussed previously, one-half this amount was used to adjust both the VA and non-VA sector amounts. The net effect was case-mix adjusted revenues which rose by about 4.2 percent annually in major teaching hospitals in the non-federal sector. After adjusting for one-half of the change in Medicare case mix, annual revenue growth was 1.8 percent for VA major teaching hospitals.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Major Teaching Hospitals</th>
<th>FFY 85</th>
<th>FFY 86</th>
<th>FFY 87</th>
<th>FFY 88</th>
<th>Annual Change</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>VA System</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Expenditure/Case</td>
<td>$4,139</td>
<td>$3,915</td>
<td>$4,330</td>
<td>$4,500</td>
<td>2.8%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Case Mix Adj.</td>
<td>$3,376</td>
<td>$3,129</td>
<td>$3,411</td>
<td>$3,506</td>
<td>1.8%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Non-federal Sector</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M'Care Rev/Case</td>
<td>$5,211</td>
<td>n/a</td>
<td>n/a</td>
<td>$6,172</td>
<td>5.8%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Case Mix Adj.</td>
<td>$4,250</td>
<td>n/a</td>
<td>n/a</td>
<td>$4,808</td>
<td>4.2%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Notes

1. Medicare inpatient operating revenues per case exclude capital and direct house staff expenditures. PPS-1 through PPS-4.

2. The case mix adjustment is equal to one-half the increase in the Medicare case mix index for major teaching and non-teaching hospitals.

3. CMDE inpatient expenditures is used as a proxy for revenue in VA hospitals. CMDE expenditures include all educational costs except for resident salaries and exclude capital and indirect (administrative salaries and routine maintenance) expenses. They represent about 50 percent of total expenditures.

4. Major teaching hospitals in the VA system are defined as COTH member hospitals. The vast majority have acute care IRB ratios of at least 0.25. In the non-VA sector, major teaching hospitals are defined as having at least one resident for every four beds.

SOURCE: Lewin/ICF estimates based on data from the VA, Propac, and MCRs.
2. Total VA Hospital Expenditures Versus Total Net Revenues in Non-Federal Hospitals

Another way to analyze the financial status of VA hospitals is to compare changes in total VA hospital expenditures to the growth in total net revenues experienced by non-VA hospitals. VA total expenditures could be used for this comparison because it did not require disaggregation into inpatient and outpatient components. Total VA expenditures include all hospital costs except capital and are more nearly comparable to non-VA total net revenue than VA CMDE expenditures because they include indirect expenses for administrative salaries and routine maintenance. Total net revenues for non-VA hospitals include payments for inpatient and outpatient services and nonoperating revenues, and were calculated using data from Medicare cost reports. Only hospitals which submitted cost reports during all four years of the PPS were included in the comparison. Total expenditures in the VA system are from FFY 1985 through FFY 1988.

As Table 3-2 shows, total net revenue in non-VA hospitals rose faster than total expenditures in the VA system between 1985 and 1988. Non-federal major teaching hospitals, experienced revenue growth of about 7.9 percent annually between PPS-1 and PPS-4, compared with VA major teaching hospitals which experienced budget growth of about 5.1 percent per year. The VA experienced faster growth in total expenditures than in CMDE inpatient per-case expenditures (5.1 percent compared with 2.8 percent) because Congress increased VA's funding for outpatient care more rapidly than inpatient care.

Over the four-year period, total net revenues grew by about 26 percent in non-VA major teaching hospitals compared with a 16 percent increase in total expenditures for the VA major teaching hospitals. This differential represents a significantly lesser amount of financial resources available to these federal major teaching hospitals.
Table 3-2
Total Net Revenues in Non-federal Hospitals Versus Total Expenditures in VA Institutions
(Millions)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Major Teaching Hospitals</th>
<th>FFY 85</th>
<th>FFY 86</th>
<th>FFY 87</th>
<th>FFY 88</th>
<th>Annual Growth</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>VA System</td>
<td>$5,070</td>
<td>$5,289</td>
<td>$5,531</td>
<td>$5,883</td>
<td>5.1%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Non-VA</td>
<td>$10,923</td>
<td>$11,704</td>
<td>$12,802</td>
<td>$13,720</td>
<td>7.9%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Notes: 1) Total net revenue in non-VA hospitals include payments for inpatient and outpatient services (net of contractual allowances) and nonoperating revenues. Total VA expenditures include both direct and indirect expenses for inpatient and outpatient care. While not all non-VA hospital revenues include a specific capital allocation similar to Medicare payments, total net revenue implicitly include reimbursement for capital expense. The VA measure does not include capital expenditures.

2) Major teaching hospitals in the VA system are defined as COTH member hospitals. Almost all have an acute care JDB ratio of at least 0.25. In the non-VA sector, major teaching hospitals are defined as having at least one resident for every four beds.

3. VA CMDE Expenditures Per Unit of Patient Care Activity

Several measures of the rate of growth in revenue per unit of "patient care activity" were also examined to determine whether the funds available to VA hospitals rose or fell in relation to the amount of services provided. CMDE expenditures were compared to two measures of patient care activity: inpatient days and outpatient visits. While it is difficult to say what the rate of growth in revenue per unit of patient care activity should be, three potential comparison measures are the medical care CPI, which grew by about 6.9 percent per year over the period analyzed; the rate of growth in Federal salaries, which averaged 2.4 percent annually over the past four years; and non-VA hospital per-case Medicare revenues which grew about 5.8 percent per year over the study period.
In recent years the VA has made efforts to shift workload from the inpatient to the outpatient setting. Accordingly, the number of inpatient days in the VA system has declined by about 6 percent annually since 1985 while outpatient visits have grown by almost 8 percent per year. The change in CMDE expenditures reflects this shift; outpatient expenditures grew by about 10.2 percent annually between 1985 and 1988 while inpatient expenditures grew by only 2.5 percent per year. Table 3-3 shows that expenditures per outpatient visit grew at a rate significantly below the medical care CPI. CMDE expenditures per inpatient day appear to have outpaced medical CPI because of a combined decline of 1.6 days in average length of stay and 6 percent per year in inpatient days during 1985-88. Per case expenditures rose only 2.8 percent annually (Table 3-1) while medical CPI rose 6.9 percent.

Table 3-3
VA CMDE EXPENDITURES PER INPATIENT DAY AND OUTPATIENT VISIT

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>VA COTH Hospitals</th>
<th>FFY 85</th>
<th>FFY 86</th>
<th>FFY 87</th>
<th>FFY 88</th>
<th>Annual Growth</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$/Inpatient Day</td>
<td>$191</td>
<td>$184</td>
<td>$225</td>
<td>$250</td>
<td>9.4%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$/Outpatient Visit</td>
<td>$59</td>
<td>$62</td>
<td>$62</td>
<td>$65</td>
<td>3.4%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Medical CPI</td>
<td>113.5</td>
<td>122.0</td>
<td>130.1</td>
<td>138.7</td>
<td>6.9%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: Lewin/ICF estimates based on data from the VA Division of Resource Management.

Notes:
1) CMDE expenditures per inpatient day rose faster than the medical care component of the Consumer price Index (CPI) between 1985 and 1988, reflecting the relative decline in the number of inpatient days. This increase reflects the higher intensity of treatment per day which accompanied the declining average lengths of stay in VA hospitals.

2) In the VA, the average length of stay (ALOS) for patients (less than 99 days) during Fiscal Year 1985 was 13.8 days. ALOS declined to 12.2 days by December 1988.

3) Adjusted Medicare case-mix index.
FINDING 2: EXPENSES IN VA MAJOR TEACHING HOSPITALS ARE IN THE MAIN DRIVEN BY THE SAME MEDICAL MARKET FORCES AS THOSE OF THEIR NON-FEDERAL TEACHING COLLEAGUE INSTITUTIONS. THUS, THE REVENUE LAG EXPERIENCED BY VA HOSPITALS IS NOT MITIGATED BY RESTRICTION OF GROWTH OF EXPENSES.

VA Salary and Employment Trends

Personnel account for a greater share of total expenditures in VA hospitals (63 percent) than in non-VA teaching hospitals (53 percent). Personnel in VA hospitals are paid according to the Federal civil service pay schedule. Civil service pay increases averaged about 2.4 percent annually between 1985 and 1988, and Federal workers are subject to maximum salary caps. Such constraints on Federal salary growth might dampen the rate of increase in the costs of providing medical care in the VA system, and the VA workforce might be absorbing the majority of the difference between revenue growth in the VA and the non-VA sector. While such salary constraints may save money in the short run, over the long term this could create barriers to the recruitment of necessary staff and may lead to deterioration in the quality of care.

In fact, a recent study of relative pay differences in VA and non-VA hospitals by Klemm Associates indicates that pay levels are equivalent for most types of hospital staff, since many health profession specialists are paid by contract or at scarce specialist wage rates rather than standard federal civil service wages. The study notes that while VA salaries are, in general, similar to the rest of the marketplace, the VA cannot adjust its salary structure with sufficient speed to adapt to a changing environment, resulting in salary levels which may be out of date in certain geographic locations. Table 3-4 compares average minimum and average maximum salaries for five hospital occupations in the VA and the non-VA sector.

Although the Klemm analysis did not include some important classes of personnel, particularly physicians, it appears that in general, slower VA budget allocations have not been absorbed by low staff salaries, since VA salaries do not appear to be below "market" levels. Given VA salaries that are, on average, roughly comparable to the non-VA sector, budget shortfalls are likely to have affected personnel employment levels.

Indeed, VA has been reducing staff in its hospitals. Table 3-5 indicates that the number of FTE personnel providing inpatient services in COTH hospitals declined by about 2.3 percent annually between 1985 and 1988. However, during the period analysed, VA hospitals did not experience a decline in inpatient discharges, indicating relatively fewer personnel resources devoted to each patient discharged. Although the number of personnel providing outpatient services in VA hospitals increased between 1985 and 1988, outpatient workload grew even faster. Outpatient FTEs per visit declined by 1.3 percent annually in VA COTH hospitals.
Given VA salaries which are, on average, roughly comparable to the private sector, budget shortfalls appear to have resulted in a reduction in hospital personnel relative to several measures of patient workload. In addition, shortfalls are likely to have affected the procurement of supplies, maintenance, and long term capital investment.

Table 3-4
Salary Levels for Selected Occupations in The VA and Non-federal Sector 1988

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Professional Occupation</th>
<th>VA Average Minimum</th>
<th>VA Average Maximum</th>
<th>Private a/ Average Minimum</th>
<th>Private a/ Average Maximum</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Head Nurse</td>
<td>$29,295</td>
<td>39,418</td>
<td>$27,852</td>
<td>39,504</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registered Nurse</td>
<td>22,033</td>
<td>42,327</td>
<td>22,416</td>
<td>32,160</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LPN/LVN</td>
<td>15,123</td>
<td>22,213</td>
<td>15,612</td>
<td>21,012</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pharmacist</td>
<td>31,658</td>
<td>39,278</td>
<td>30,312</td>
<td>40,476</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Physical Therapist</td>
<td>28,103</td>
<td>30,779</td>
<td>24,504</td>
<td>31,860</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

a/ National Survey of Hospital and Medical School salaries conducted by the University of Texas Medical Branch at Galveston.

Source: Klemm Analysis Group
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>INPATIENT FTEs</td>
<td>46,655</td>
<td>46,014</td>
<td>45,550</td>
<td>43,469</td>
<td>-2.3%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DISCHARGES</td>
<td>448,777</td>
<td>438,346</td>
<td>452,632</td>
<td>452,097</td>
<td>0.2%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FTE/DISCHARGE</td>
<td>0.104</td>
<td>0.105</td>
<td>0.101</td>
<td>0.096</td>
<td>-2.6%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OUTPATIENT FTEs</td>
<td>12,128</td>
<td>12,696</td>
<td>13,702</td>
<td>14,267</td>
<td>5.5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OUTPATIENT VISITS</td>
<td>11,360,670</td>
<td>11,650,550</td>
<td>13,031,113</td>
<td>13,882,132</td>
<td>5.9%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FTE/VISIT</td>
<td>0.00107</td>
<td>0.00109</td>
<td>0.00105</td>
<td>0.00103</td>
<td>-1.3%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: VA Resource Allocation Model
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2. MCR Data includes net total revenue (inpatient, outpatient, and nonoperating), and gross patient revenues (before contractual allowances) for inpatient and outpatient care separately. However, net inpatient revenues and net outpatient revenues cannot be developed separately from the data in its current format.

3. CMDE expenditures were used because data on total expenditures was not available separately for inpatient and outpatient services.

4. In general, VA hospitals treat relatively more long-term psychiatric and substance abuse patients than non-VA hospitals, and many maintain nursing home units. However the acute care units are the major components of the VA's tertiary care teaching hospitals, and these units are more comparable in case mix intensity to non-federal major teaching hospitals.

5. According to the Prospective Payment Assessment Commission, approximately half of Medicare case-mix increase is due to coding practices rather than increases in service complexity. Half of the Medicare case mix index, which rose by about 2 percent annually for nonteaching and 3 percent for major teaching institutions, is roughly consistent with the Canadian case mix which has risen by about 0.5 to 1.0 percent annually and the Medicare pre-PPS case mix increase of about 0.5 per year. The Canadian and pre-PPS indexes do not reflect the PPS incentives for upcoding.

6. Case mix figures from ProPAC's June 1989 Report to Congress are for 1984 through 1987 which roughly correspond to PPS-1 through PPS-4.

7. One potential problem with this comparison is that the VA data for Federal fiscal years is somewhat more recent than the PPS Year data. VA medical care appropriations for FYF 1988 are based on a period beginning in October 1987 which technically falls into PPS-5, while non-VA hospitals in PPS-4 have fiscal years beginning primarily in October 1986, January 1987, and July 1987.

8. Between 1985 and 1988, budget authority for outpatient care rose by 10 percent annually compared with about 2 percent per year for inpatient care.
